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Dear parents,  

With great pleasure we bring to you, the second edition of 
our newsletter. We thank you for all your support. Catch a 
glimpse of what our children have been doing since we 
started the Online classes & Live streaming. 

 

Activities at a glance 



 

 



                                    

 

    

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Google classroom became the new platform for taking online classes. Co-

scholastic subjects (music, art and PET) classes also began to be conducted 

through the Google classrooms.  

 

 

 

 

Paper bag day was celebrated on July 12. An informative video was posted in 

the class groups to create awareness among the kids about the importance 

of the day. Children made beautiful and colourful paper bags to mark the 

special day.  A video was created and shared in the class groups including 

the pictures of the kids with their paper bags. Story on simplicity was shared 

in the planner of classes 1 to 4. 

 

• Online classes through the 

Google classroom 

 

Paper bag day, Simplicity day 
 



 

 

 

 “World Nature Conservation Day” was celebrated to create awareness about 

conservation of nature. The children were told about the need to take care of 

the environment. They made beautiful cards and posters related to saving 

Mother Earth and sent to their teachers. 

 

 

Children enthusiastically. Celebrated “International Friendship Day”. They 

were asked to make friendship cards for their friends and share with their 

friends, teachers posted friendship day video in the class groups to mark 

this lovely day 

 

 

 

 “International Tiger Day”, Lion day and Elephant Day was celebrated, which 

the kids enjoyed immensely. Augmented reality was the attraction of these 

celebrations. Children were excited to see the 3D animals in their classes.   

 

 

 

 

Informative Video links on how to make bio-fuel at home were posted in the 

class groups to create interest in kids to explore more and to find the young 

scientists of primary section. 

 

. 

 

Virtual assembly was another new experience for the students of primary 

section. The first virtual assembly was organized and conducted on 09-08-20 

by the teachers of primary section, classes 3 &4.  

‘Nature conservation day’ 

International Friendship day’ 

international tiger day’, Lion day AND 

World Elephant Day’ 

 

world biofuel day 

Assembly and Independence day 

 

 



A common assembly was conducted for the children of classes 1 & 2 too on 

the same day. A puppet show was live streamed by the teachers. The theme 

of the assembly was “Where there is a will, there is a way”.  

The Independence Day celebration was yet another important virtual event 

conducted by the primary section. The live streaming was on 22-08-20 for 

classes 1 &2 and on 25-8-20 for classes 3 and 4. Children sent their videos 

on Independence Day which were live streamed in the special assembly 

(Independence Day assembly). Around 74 kids of class 3 and 59 kids of 

class 4 were part of the independence day celebration. An interesting google 

form quiz was conducted for the kids of classes 3and 4 on the same day. 

Teachers of primary section sang and enacted a famous song on national 

integrity, dedicated to the kids of primary section. 

 

 

 

 

World photography day was celebrated on 19-8-20. Children were given 

activities to perform, based on life skills. Children then sent their 

photographs performing the activities to the teachers. A video was shared in 

class groups. 

 

 

 

 Festivals are celebrated to bring families together in the bond of love and 

togetherness. As part of Onam celebration, special video was posted to wish 

our dear parents on this day. 

 

 

    More than 500 students registered their names for the online ISQuiz for 

sub- juniors. The kids of Primary section started to register their name for 

the IS Quiz on 22-09-20. The last date of registration was 15-09-20.  

 

 

 

Launch of ISquiz 

onam 

CCA event & live streaming 

World photography day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CCA events started on 18-08-20 with solo song selection for class 3 and 

Hindi recitation selection for class 4. The final events were held on 01-09-

20. The first CCA event, solo song selection for class 1 was on 27-08-20 and 

the finals was on 10-09-20. The very next CCA events were English recitation 

selection for class 3 and Solo song selection for class 4, held on 08-09-20. 

The finals were held on 22-09-20 which was live streamed for the parents to 

watch. 

 

 

Children of primary section participated in the Hindi diwas celebration which 

was live streamed successfully on 14th September 2020. Beautiful poems 

were recited to mark the occasion. To add colour to the programme a video 

of the activities of kids of class 1 to 4 was also presented.  

 

 

To convey their love and affection for their loving teachers, on the occasion 

of Teachers’ Day, children sent beautiful messages, virtual cards and videos 

to their dear teachers. Class teachers compiled these videos and posted 

them in their class groups. 

 

 

 

 

Primary section celebrated the international day of clean air for blue skies 

on 07-09-20. EVS teachers shared informative video links in their class 

groups to create awareness among the kids. 

 

 

 

An overwhelming response was received from the students of primary section 

in the form of creative writing for the Virtual magazine. Children wrote 

poems, paragraphs and stories, highlighting their creative side.  

 

Teachers’ day 

international day of clean air for blue 

skies. 

Virtual magazine 

Hindi diwas programme 



 

 

A Session on discipline battles- positive solutions, was organized by Mrs. 

Harmeet Pal, SMC member of ISS for the mothers of primary section on 29-

08-20. The one-hour informative session was fruitful and well appreciated by 

the parents.  

PTM with parents of classes 1 and 2 was conducted on September 3, 2020. 

Parents appreciated the hard work of the teachers of ISS. They shared their 

suggestions and concerns with the respective class teachers. 

 

 

 

As a part of international literacy day, September 7 to 10 was celebrated as 

reading week. Teachers spoke about the importance of reading in their 

classes on the first day of reading week. Reading activity (read aloud) was 

posted every day in the planners of class 3 and 4. Various reading activities 

were conducted by the English teachers in their classes.  

Class 1 and 2 children shared pictures while reading books with their 

teachers. Reading activities were conducted during online classes. 

Informative videos were shared in the classes 3 and 4 to 

explain how to make first aid box and to set the required 

things in it. Children made first aid boxes with available 

materials at home. Students of Class 1 and 2 also 

celebrated the first aid day by making first aid boxes and 

arranging essential things in it. 

 

 

Engineers’ day was celebrated on September 15. Ozone day cards were sent 

on September 16. Informative video links about ozone and the importance of 

protecting the ozone layer were shared in the classes. 

 

 

International day of peace was celebrated on 21st September 

children of classes 3 and 4 made paper ‘doves’ the symbol of peace 

happy inTernaTional liTeracy day’ &  

World first aid day 

Engineers’ day & World Ozone Day 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE 

Sessions & ptm 



 and sent to the teachers. Classes 1 and 2, also celebrated the International 

Day of Peace by doing various activities and sharing videos. 

 


